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I am the Chief Regulatory Officer ofNYSE LifJe, LLC ("NYSE Liffe USj. Pmsuant to 
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission Rule 40.6, I enclose a Cover Sheet for 
NYSE LifJe, LLC Submission 2009-106 and NYSE Litre US Notice 7/2009. Notice 
7/2009 announces NYSE Liffe US rule amendments related to legal and operational 
issues associated with the migration of the clearing fUnction for the futures and options 
on futures contracts traded on NYSE Litre US from CME Clearing to The Options 
Clearing Cmporation. The rule amendments are set forth in blacklined fonnat in 
Appcmdix A to Notice 7/2009, which is also attached. 

NYSE Lift'e US hereby confirms that Notice 7/2009 and the above-descn"bed rule 
amendments comply with the Commodity Exchange Act and the Regulations thereunder. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (212) 65~568. 

Karl D. Cooper 
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NYSE LIFFE U.S. NOTICE No. 7/2009 

ISSUE DATE: 
EFFECTIVE DATE: 

March 26, 2009 
March 30, 2009 

NYSE Liffe U.S.- OCC Clearing Migration Supplement- Legal and Operational Issues 

Summary 

This Notice announces additional amendments to the Exchange's Rules relating to the migration of 
clearing from CME Clearing to The Options Clearing Corporation, starting as of the March 30, 2009 
Trading_ Session, relating to legal and operational issues. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 In Notice 4/2009, the Exchange announced certain rule amendments and changes in 
operational procedures related to the migration of clearing of the Exchange's Contracts from 
CME Clearing ("CME") to The Options Clearing Corporation ("OCC"). Set forth below are 
additional changes relating to legal and operational issues relevant to OCC's role as the 
Exchange's Clearing Service Provider commencing with the March 30, 2009 Trading 
Session. Attached as Appendix A is a blacklined copy of the relevant Rule Amendments. 
Added language appears in underscored green colored text, and deleted language appears in 
the righthand margin. 

2. Security Interests in Vault Receipts and Warehouse Depository Receipts involved in the 
Delivery of Exchange Futures Contracts 

2.1 Added language in new subsection (c)(i) to each ofRules 1208, 1408, 1508 and 1708 clarifies 
that each Clearing Member grants the Exchange a security interest in all such Clearing 
Member's vault receipts and warehouse depository receipts ("WDRs") entered into the NYSE 
Liffe Guardian Delivery System to secure the payment of storage fees associated with such 
vault receipts or WDRs. 

2.2 Pursuant to a Clearing Services Agreement entered into by OCC and the Exchange, the 
Exchange has amended Rules 1208, 1408, 1508 and 1708 to make clear that (i) Clearing 
Members grant a security interest to OCC as the Clearing Service Provider in any vault 
receipt or WDR involved in the delivery of an Exchange Futures Contract as set forth in those 
Rules as amended, (ii) such security interest remains in effect during the delivery process, (iii) 
the lien of the Exchange is waived from the beginning of the delivery process until 11 :00 am, 
New York time, on the date on which delivery is supposed to occur (regardless of whether or 
not settlement does in fact occur) and (iv) the lien of the Exchange is immediately reinstated 
after such time, provided that the Exchange has not received notice from the OCC of a 
Clearing Member default. In addition, the amendments state that, by going to delivery, each 
Clearing Member represents and warrants that there are no liens, encumbrances on or defense 
to the relevant vault receipts or WDRs, other than those specified in the Rules. The 
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amendments also make clear that Clearing Members understand and agree that the Exchange, 
in operation of the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System, agrees to maintain as agent on 
behalf of OCC any such vault receipts or WDRs during the delivery process. The relevant 
amendments are found in language added in a new sub-section (c)(ii) added to each of Rules 
1208, 1408, 1508 and 1708. 

2.3 In addition, as an aid to the reader, miscellaneous headings, sections and sub-sections were 
added to the previously unenumerated multiple paragraphs found in Rules 1208, 1408, 1508 
and 1708. 

2.4 For the sake of clarity, new Rule 157 was added to the Defmitions found in Chapter One of 
the Rules to make "WDR" a defined term throughout the Rules, and separate defmitions of 
the term were removed from Rules 1408 and 1708. 

3. Miscellaneous Additional Amendments to Reflect Operational Changes Resulting From 
the Substitution of OCC for the CME as the Exchange's Clearing Service Provider 

3.1 The amendments found in the second paragraph of each of Rules 1213, 1413, 1513 and 1713 
reflect changes in the pay and collect process resulting from the replacement of CME with 
OCC as Clearing Service Provider for the Exchange commencing with the March 30, 2009 
Trading Session. 

3.2 For the sake of clarity, new Rule 140 was added to the Defmitions found in Chapter One of 
the Rules to make "OCC" a defined term throughout the Rules. 

4. Clarifying Amendments Regarding Delivery Operations and the Substitution of the 
NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System for the CME 

4.1 Amendments to subsection (a)(ii) of each of Rules 1208, 1408, 1508 and 1708 and subsection 
(b) of each of 1408 and 1708 are designed to update the Rules to reflect previously announced 
procedures involved in the operation of the electronic delivery system. See Notice 8/2008. 
These procedures will be carried forward in operation of the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery 
System. Among other things, these amendments specify, consistent with Notice 8/2008, that 
physical vault receipts must be deposited with the Central Depository before certain deadlines 
on seller's notice day, which is the second business day prior to the day of delivery. 

4.2 Added language found in section (b)(i) of each of Rules 1208 and 1508 and in sections (a)(iii) 
and b(i) of each of Rules 1408 and 1708 clarifies that electronic transfer as described in the 
Rules constitutes endorsement. 

4.3 Added language found in section (b) of each of Rules 1208 and 1508, and sub-section (a)(iii) 
of each of Rules 1408 and 1708, regarding endorsements, clarifies the use of the endorsement 
lines found on the NYSE Liffe US form of paper vault receipts. 

4.4 For the sake of clarity, new Rules 109 and 136 were added to the definitions found in Chapter 
One of the Rules to make "Central Depository" and "NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System" 
defined terms. 
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* * * * 

For further information in relation to this Notice, Members should contact the following: 

Market Regulation 
Front-line surveillance 
Administration 
New York Office 
Chicago Office 

1 212 656 4300 
(+1) 866 933 5032 
(+1) 866 592 2693 
1 212 656 4300 
1 312 442 7730 
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nyseliffe@nyx.com 
NYLOperations@nyx.com 
NLmarketservices@nyx.com 
nyseliffe@nyx.com 
nyseliffe@nyx.com 



NYSE Liffe U.S. Notice 7/2009 
APPENDIX A 

NYSE LIFFE US Rule Amendments Related to the Migration of 
Clearing of Gold and Silver Futures and Options on Futures 
Contracts From CME Clearing to The Options Clearing 
Corporation1 

CHAPTER! 
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

Definitions 

101-108. 

No changes 

109. Central Depository 

The term "Central Depository" means the vault or other organization as announced by the 
Exchange, from time to time, that holds, on the Exchange's behalf and as the Exchange's agent, 
the immobilized vault receipts issued by vaults declared regular by the Exchange that are entered 
into the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System. 

110-135. 

No changes, other than renumbering. 

136. NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System 

The term "NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System" means the delivery svstem operated 
by the Exchange or one of its affiliates on the Exchange's behalf through which physical 
delivery of Contracts may be effected by Clearing Members. 

137-139. 

No changes, other than renumbering. 

1 Please note that the rule amendments included in this Appendix A to Notice 7/2009 does not 
include those amendments announced in Notice 4/2009 related to the migration of the clearing 
NYSE Liffe US futures and options on futures contracts to OCC. 



140. occ 

The term "OCC" means The Options Clearing Corooration. 

141-156. No changes, other than renumbering. 

157. WDRs 

The term "WDRs" shall mean warehouse depositary receipts that are created by the 
Exchange from registered vault receipts issued by vaults which have been declared regular for 
delivery of Gold or Silver by the Exchange. utilizing the NYSE Liffe Guardian Deliverv System. 

Rules of Interpretation 

No Changes. 

CHAPTERS2THROUGH11 

No changes. 

CHAPTER12 
100 OZ. GOLD FUTURES 

1201-1207. 

No changes. 

1208. Deliveries by Vault Receipts 

W Timing of Delivery and Issuance of Vault Receipt 

ill Where Gold is sold for delivery in a specified month, delivery of 
such Gold may be made by the seller upon such day of the specified month as the 
seller may select. If not previously delivered, delivery must be made upon the 
last business day of the month. 

ill) In order to be valid for delivery against a_ futures contracU '-:_a~!t _ , - ' 
receipt in electronic form must be entered on the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery 
System based on the deposit of a vault receipt in paper form issued in accordance , '', 
with the requirements under Rule 1202. ~uch paper ~a_!.!}t_r~~~ipt_Ip.~~t-~e_i§~l!_e_9_//, 
and deposited with the Exchange's Central Depository before J1~QQ_ p,_J:I!. JS"~"Y _,;' , 
York time on seller's notice day, which is the second ~u§!_n~~s_ ~~ pijQt:_ t_o_ Ql~ _, '' 
day of delivery; however, in the case of delivery on the last delivery day of the , 
delivery month,:!~~~ pa~r_ ~a_!.!}t_r~~~ipt_ Ip.~§t_ ~~ !_s§l!~d_ Q~fQt:_e_ U:QQ J!~II!·_.N~"Y ___:_::: 
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York time on seller's notice day. Deliveries on Gold futures contracts shall be 
made by ,book en!J:Y in the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delive!X System,_ reflecting, the __ - -{ Deleted: the delivery of depository 

change in ownership interests in vault receipts in paper form issued by vaults 
which have been approved and designated as regular vaults by the Exchange for 
the storage of Gold, using the electronic fields which the Exchange and the 
Clearing Service Provider require to be completed. Gold in bars must come to 
the regular vault directly from an approved source or from another regular vault 
either on..tJY§~_I)ffe_US O! _t~~ ~.Q~KJ?ivj~iQ~ .9f!l!_e_~~\V_YQr_!<_¥~t:_c~tjl~ ___ --{Deleted: the 

~------------------~ 
Exchange, Inc., by insured or bonded carrier. 

(Q) Endorsement of Vault Receipts 

ill In order to effect a valid delivery, each vault receipt must be 
endorsed by the Clearing Member making the delive~tt:_ap.§fe~ by electronic - >=D_e_le_ted_:.;.,an_d ------< 
means of a vault receipt as ,l!et _forth above in ~lll?.section (a) of this Rule 1298 - Deleted: specified herein 

constitutes an endorsement with respect to such vault receipt. In the event that a 
vault receipt is transferred outside of the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System 
(an "Outside Transfer"), endorsement with respect to such Outside Transfer will 
be made physically on such vault receipt and. if such vault receipt is 
subsequently entered into the NYSE Liffe Guardian Deliverv System, such 
endorsement will remain as a record with respect to such Outside Transfer. By 
.e!,!Y_~~<!OJ~~II.!~nJ,_ t_!l~ _e_!l~Qt:_S~t:_ ~l!a}l_l?_e_ <J~eP!e_d_ t_9 _ \V'!r:!"~t,_ ~o_l!_i§ !r_a!_1~f~t:_~ _ ap.p ___ - -{ Deleted: such 

~------------------~ 
each subsequent transferee of the receipt for delivery on Exchange contracts, and 
their respective immediate principals, the genuineness, validity, and worth of 
such receipt, the rightfulness and effectiveness of his transfer thereof, and the 
quantity and quality of the Gold shown on the receipt. Such endorsement shall 
also constitute a representation that all storage charges have been paid up to and 
including the business day following the day of delivery. Prepaid storage 
charges shall be charged to the buyer by the seller for a period extending beyond 
the business day following the day of delivery (but not in excess of one year) pro 
rata for the unexpired term and adjustments shall be made upon the invoice 
thereof. 

(ill _In the event such Exchange Member or principal shall claim a 
breach of such warranty, and such claim relates to the quantity or quality of the 
Gold, the lot shall be immediately submitted for sampling and assaying to an 
assayer approved by the Exchange; the Gold must be shipped under bond, and at 
the owner's expense, to the assayer. The expense of sampling and assaying 
shall, in the first instance, be borne by the claimant. If a deficiency in quantity or 
quality shall be determined by the assayer, the claimant shall have the right to 
recover the difference in the market value and all expenses incurred in 
connection with the sampling and assaying and any cost of replacement of the 
Gold. The claimant may, at his option, proceed directly against the original 
endorser of the vault receipt upon Exchange delivery, or against any endorser 
prior to claimant without seeking recovery from his immediate deliverer on the 
Exchange contract, and if the claim is satisfied by the original endorser of the 
vault receipt, or any other endorser, all the endorsers will be thereby discharged 
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from liability to the claimant. If the claimant seeks recovery from any endorser 
and his claim is satisfied by such endorser, the party thus satisfying the claim 
will have a similar option to claim recovery directly from any endorser prior to 
him. Such claims as are in dispute between Members of the Exchange may in 
each case be submitted to arbitration under the Rules of the Exchange . 

.G.ill The liability of an endorser of a vault receipt as provided herein 
shall not be deemed to limit the rights of such endorser against any person or 
party for whose account the endorser acted in making delivery on an Exchange 
contract. If it shall be determined in such arbitration proceeding that any 
endorser of a vault receipt or the person or party for whom such endorser acted 
was aware of the breach of warranty or was involved in a plan or arrangement 
with the original endorser (or his principal) to place such inferior Gold in store in 
a regular vault for use in deliveries upon Exchange contracts, such endorsers 
shall not be entitled to recover from any prior endorser for the breach of , { Deleted: 
warranty. __________________________________________________ ,,' ~------------------~ 

(£) Security Interest in Vault Receipts and WDRs 

ill Each Clearing Member that has an interest in a vault receipt or a 
WDR hereby grants a valid and enforceable security interest (the "Exchange 
Lien") to the Exchange in all of such Clearing Member's vault receipts or WDRs 
to secure all charges or fees associated with the custody of such vault receipts or 
WDRs and the Gold underlying such vault receipts or WDRs. 

(ill Each Clearing Member. bv entering into the deliverv process. 
understands that. pursuant to an Agreement for Clearing and Settlement Services. 
dated as of March 9. 2009. between OCC and the Exchange. the Exchange has 
agreed to maintain as agent on behalf of OCC as Clearing Service Provider any 
vault receipt or WDR with res.pect to which a selling Clearing Member has 
delivered to the Exchange a notice of intent to deliver such vault receipt or WDR 
in settlement of a Contract (a "Notice of Intent"). from the time of deliverv of 
such Notice of Intent until 11:00 a.m .. New York time (the "Cut-Off Time"). on 
the date of settlement for such vault receipt or WDR. unless the Exchange has 
received notice from OCC of a default by the relevant selling or purchasing 
Clearing Member. in which case the Exchange shall continue to maintain such 
vault receipt or WDR for the benefit of OCC until notified otherwise by OCC 
and. subject to applicable law. shall deliver such vault receipt or WDR to OCC 
or its agent upon the instructions of OCC (the "Exchange Services"). Each 
Clearing Member hereby agrees to the Exchange performing such Exchange 
Services. Each Clearing Member further understands that the security interest 
granted by the selling Clearing Member and the purchasing Clearing Member to 
OCC in any vault receipt or WDR remains in effect from the time OCC receives 
(or is deemed to have received by the Rules of OCC) notice that a selling 
Clearing Member has delivered to the Exchange a Notice of Intent until 
settlement of the relevant Contract. notwithstanding the electronic book entry in 
the NYSE Liffe US Trading Platform in favor of the selling Clearing Member. 
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Each Clearing Member also understands that the Exchange has waived its lien in 
respect of vault receipts or WDRs going to delivery from the date the Exchange 
provides OCC notice that a Notice of Intent has been delivered, until and 
including the Cut-Off Time on the date that settlement is supposed to occur 
(regardless of whether or not settlement does in fact occur) (such period, the 
"Waiver Period"). Each Clearing Member hereby agrees that the Exchange Lien 
shall be immediately reinstated without further action after the Waiver Period; 
provided that, in the event that the Exchange has received notice from OCC of a 
default as described above, OCC shall have no responsibility for, and the 
Exchange's lien shall not be reinstated with respect to, any obligations of any 
person to the Exchange accruing prior to the Cut-Off Time, and OCC shall be 
responsible to the Exchange, and the Exchange's lien shall attach. only with 
respect to storage charges accruing after OCC takes possession of the vault 
receipt or WDR and only with resoect to such particular vault receipt or WDR. 
By going to delivery, each Clearing Member further represents and warrants that 
there are no liens, encumbrances on or defense to the relevant vault receipts other 
than that of the Exchange and OCC specified in this Rule 1208. 

1209-1212. 

No Changes. 

1213. Payment 

W Payment shall be made on the basis of the number of fine troy ounces of 
Gold contained and delivered. The fine Gold content of a bar for good delivery is 
calculated to 0.001 of a troy ounce by multiplying the gross weight and fineness as listed 
on the electronic vault receipt. Fineness in no case will be more than 0.9999 . 

.(hl Payment shall be made utilizing the electronic delivery system via the 
Clearing Service Provider's online system. Payment will be made..!!!_ th_e_yCle~~ Service _ 
Provider's settlement time-i!s defined in its rules for exchange transactions._ Thl!s_ t!tt:_: s:c:>~t _-- -
of the delivery will be debited or credited to a clearing firm's settlement account. Buyers , , , , 
obligated to accept delivery must take delivery and make payment and sellers obligated 
to make delivery must make delivery during the.pearing Service Provider's ~~ttl-~I!l~l!t __ -
process, as defined in !ts rult::s for exchange tr<l!ls~ctions,_o_!l_t!_l~ ~~y c:>f <:l~li_v_ery_,_e~~~-t ~!1- __ -
banking holidays when delivery must be taken or made and payment made during the 

Deleted: during 

Deleted: 6:45 a.m. collection cycle, or 
such other 

Deleted: designated by the Exchange 

Deleted: 6:45 a.m. 

Deleted: , or such other time designated 
by the Exchange 

,£learin,g_ Service Provid~r's §~t!lt::I_!l~~t_ P!:~C~~s a~ _defined in its lllles for exchan,ge __ - i ..... D_e_le_ted_: _6:4_5_a_.m_. ____ __J 

transactions, or such other time designated by the Exchange, on the next banking 
business day. 

1214. 

No Changes. 
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No Changes. 

1401-1407. 

No Changes. 

1408. Deliveries 

CHAPTER13 

CHAPTER14 
MINI-SIZED GOLD FUTURES 

(a) Deliveries by Vault Receipts 

ill Where Gold is sold for delivery in a specified month, delivery 
of such Gold may be made by the seller upon such day of the specified month 
as the seller may select. If not previously delivered, delivery must be made 
upon the last business day of the month. 

(ill In order to be valid for delivery against ~futures contract..JL __ - -{ Deleted: s, the 
~----------------~ vault receipt in electronic form must be entered on the NYSE Liffe Guardian 

Delivery System based on the deposit of a vault receipt in paper form issued in 
accordance with the requirements under Rule 1402. ,Such pape~ _v~~l! !~~eip_t ___ --{Deleted: The 

~----------------~ must be issued and deposited with the Exchange's Central Depositorv before 
J1~0_9_p_J.p.~t{_ew York til!l~ _op._s~U~~~ ~l!t!~e_ qay,.which_ i_s the second py~i~~s_s ___ -
day prior to the day of delivery; however, in the case of delivery on the last '",-,
delivery day of the delivery month, .;mch J2aper vault receipt must be issued ' 
before 11:00 J!.m. ~ew York time on seller's noti~~ d~y.- -Delfv~iies on ffii~f----
sized Gold fuhi~es co~ tracts sh~ll be ~~de by J:!ook engy-in-the -NYSE -:(iffe""':: ,- -
Guardian Delivery System. reflecting the change in ownership interests in vault ·.' , '' 
receipts in paper form issued by vaults which have been approved and ' 
designated as regular vaults by the Exchange for the storage of Gold, using the 
electronic fields which the Exchange and the Clearing Service Provider require 
to be completed. Gold in bars must come to the regular vault directly from an 

Deleted: 4 

Deleted: Chicago 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: p 

Deleted: Chicago 

· Deleted: the delivery of depository 

approved source or from another regular vault either on ,NY~~ J:.iff~ US 9~ th~ ___ - -{ Deleted: the 
~----------------~ CO:MEX Division of the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc., by insured or 

bonded carrier . 

.(ill) In order to effect a valid delivery, each vault receipt must be 
endorsed by the Clearing Member making the delivery~ _ap.y_ !r~~f~r_ ~- __ - >=D=e=le=ted=: ;,' an=d=======< 
electronic means of a vault receipt as i'et forth apove in subsecti<~n {a) of t~is - Deleted: specified herein 

Ruie 1408 constitutes an endorsement with respect to such vault receipt. In the 
event that a vault receipt is transferred outside of the NYSE Liffe Guardian 
Delivery System (an "Outside Transfer"), endorsement with respect to such 
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Outside Transfer will be made physically on such vault receipt and, if such 
vault receipt is subsequently entered into the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery 
System, such endorsement will remain as a record with respect to such Outside 
Transfer. By ~t;:l!_<:!_o_!"~e_!l!ep.!,_ t!lt;: ~~<io!~~r _ sp~IJ p~ _d~t;:l_!l~4 !'?. ~~~t~ !'?.. !l~s ___ - -['-D_e:.._leted:..:..___: _su_ch ______ _) 

transferee and each subsequent transferee of the receipt for delivery on 
Exchange contracts, and their respective immediate principals, the genuineness, 
validity, and worth of such receipt, the rightfulness and effectiveness of his 
transfer thereof, and the quantity and quality of the Gold shown on the receipt. 
$!1~1! ~<!O!~~~~I!_t _s!l~l! ~Ls~ _C~!1~titl,lt_e _a_ ~ep!:~S(;:I_!t~~QI! !h_a! ~IJ _S!OJ~ge_ ~l!a_!"ge_s ___ - -['-D_e_le_ted_: --------' 
have been paid up to and including the business day following the day of 
delivery. Prepaid storage charges shall be charged to the buyer by the seller for 
a period extending beyond the business day following the day of delivery (but 
not in excess of one year) pro rata for the unexpired term and adjustments shall 
be made upon the invoice thereof . 

.(iy} In the event such Exchange Member or principal shall claim a 
breach of such warranty, and such claim relates to the quantity or quality of the 
Gold, the lot shall be immediately submitted for sampling and assaying to an 
assayer approved by the Exchange; the Gold must be shipped under bond, and 
at the owner's expense, to the assayer. The expense of sampling and assaying 
shall, in the first instance, be borne by the claimant. If a deficiency in quantity 
or quality shall be determined by the assayer, the claimant shall have the right 
to recover the difference in the market value and all expenses incurred in 
connection with the sampling and assaying and any cost of replacement of the 
Gold. The claimant may, at his option, proceed directly against the original 
endorser of the vault receipt upon Exchange delivery, or against any endorser 
prior to claimant without seeking recovery from his immediate deliverer on the 
Exchange contract, and if the claim is satisfied by the original endorser of the 
vault receipt, or any other endorser, all the el_ldorsers will be thereby discharged 
from liability to the claimant. If the claimant seeks recovery from any endorser 
and his claim is satisfied by such endorser, the party thus satisfYing the claim 
will have a similar option to claim recovery directly from any endorser prior to 
him. Such claims as are in dispute between Members of the Exchange may in 
each case be submitted to arbitration under the Rules of the Exchange . 

.(y} The liability of an endorser of a vault receipt as provided herein 
shall not be deemed to limit the rights of such endorser against any person or 
party for whose account the endorser acted in making delivery on an Exchange 
contract. If it shall be determined in such arbitration proceeding that any 
endorser of a vault receipt or the person or party for whom such endorser acted 
was aware of the breach of warranty or was involved in a plan or arrangement 
with the original endorser (or his principal) to place such inferior Gold in store 
in a regular vault for use in deliveries upon Exchange contracts, such endorsers 
shall not be entitled to recover from any prior endorser for the breach of 
warranty. 
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(b) Deliveries by Gold Warehouse Depository Receipts 

ill Deliveries of NYSE Liffe US mini-sized Gold may be made by 
delivery of .WD~ In order to effect a valid delivery, each WDR must be __ -
endorsed by- tile Cl~aring- M:e~ber- making- tile -deti~er)r~ -any- transf~~ ~ ~,,, 
electronic means of a WDR in the NYSE Liffe Guardian Deli~erv- System~., 
constitutes an endorsement with re§eect to such _\YDR. ~ll_c_!l_ e_n~9~S~:Ql~!l~ ~h_a!l, '~, 
constitute a warranty of the genuineness of the WDR and of good title thereto, ' '\ 
but shall not constitute a guaranty, by an endorser, of performance by the vault. \ ':, 
Such endorsement shall also constitute a representation that all storage charges \ \' \ 
have been paid on the Gold covered by the WDR, in accordance with Rule ' \ 

1409. 

(ill WDRs may not be cancelled for load-out. Upon the return of 
three (3) WDRs to the Exchange, and payment of all storage charges pertaining 
to the Gold represented, for which the Exchange claims a lien, a registered 
vault receipt in electronic form will be delivered by the Exchange to the holder 
of the three (3) WDRs, utilizing the electronic delivery system via the Clearing 
Service Provider's on-line system. _Delivery of a vault receipt to the holder of 
the WDRs shall not constitute a guaranty by the Exchange of performance by 
the vault. 

W Security Interest in Vault Receipts and WDRs 

.(ill) Each Clearing Member that has an interest in a vault receipt or 
a WDR hereby grants a valid and enforceable security interest (the "Exchange 
Lien") to the Exchange in all of such Clearing Member's vault receipts or 
WDRs to secure all charges or fees associated with the custody of such vault 
receipts or WDRs and the Gold underlying such vault receipts or WDRs. 

fry) Each Clearing Member, by entering into the delivery process, 
understands that, pursuant to an Agreement for Clearing and Settlement 
Services, dated as of March 9, 2009, between OCC and the Exchange, the 
Exchange has agreed to maintain as agent on behalf of OCC as Clearing 
Service Provider any vault receipt or WDR with respect to which a selling 
Clearing Member has delivered to the Exchange a notice of intent to deliver 
such vault receipt or WDR in settlement of a Contract (a "Notice of Intent"), 
from the time of delivery of such Notice of Intent until 11:00 a.m .. New York 
time {the "Cut-Off Time"), on the date of settlement for such vault receipt or 
WDR. unless the Exchange has received notice from OCC of a default by the 
relevant selling or purchasing Clearing Member, in which case the Exchange 
shall continue to maintain such vault receipt or WDR for the benefit of OCC 
until notified otherwise by OCC and. subject to applicable Jaw, shall deliver 
such vault receipt or WDR to OCC or its agent upon the instructions of OCC 
(the "Exchange Services"). Each· Clearing Member hereby agrees to the 
Exchange performing such Exchange Services. Each Clearing Member further 
understands that the security interest granted by the selling Clearing Member 
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and the purchasing Clearing Member to OCC in any vault receipt or WDR 
remains in effect from the time OCC receives (or is deemed to have received by 
the Rules of OCC) notice that a selling Clearing Member has delivered to the 
Exchange a Notice of Intent until settlement of the relevant Contract. 
notwithstanding the electronic book entry in the NYSE Liffe US Trading 
Platform in favor of the selling Clearing Member. Each Clearing Member also 
understands that the Exchange has waived its lien in respect of vault receipts or 
WDRs going to delivery from the date the Exchange provides OCC notice that 
a Notice of Intent has been delivered. until and including the Cut-Off Time on 
the date on which settlement is supposed to occur (regardless of whether or not 
such settlement does in fact occur) (such period, the "Waiver Period"). Each 
Clearing Member hereby agrees that the Exchange Lien shall be immediately 
reinstated without further action after the Waiver Period: provided that, in the 
event that the Exchange has received notice from OCC of a default as described 
above, OCC shall have no responsibility for. and the Exchange's lien shall not 
be reinstated with respect to. any obligations of any person to the Exchange 
accruing prior to the Cut-Off Time. and OCC shall be responsible to the 
Exchange, and the Exchange's lien shall attach. only with respect to storage 
charges accruing after OCC takes possession of the vault receipt or WDR and 
only with respect to such particular vault receipt or WDR. By going to 
delivery, each Clearing Member further represents and warrants that there are 
no liens. encumbrances on or defense to the relevant vault receipts or WDRs 
other than that of the Exchange and OCC specified in this Rule 1408. 

1409-1412. 

No Changes. 

1413. Payment 

.@} Payment shall be made on the basis of the number of fine troy ounces of 
Gold contained and delivered. The fme Gold content of a bar for good delivery is 
calculated to 0.001 of a troy ounce by multiplying the gross weight and fineness as listed 
on the electronic vault receipt. Fineness in no case will be more than 0.9999 . 

.(hl Payment shall be made utilizing the electronic delivery system via the 
Clearing Service Provider's online system. _Payment will be made4U th_e_.Clearing, Service _ 
Provider's settlement time.i§_ defmed in its rules for exchange transac!ions. Thl!s_ 1!1~ _!:Q~t _ - - -
of the delivery will be debited or credited to a clearing firm's settlement account. _Buyers '' 
obligated to accept delivery must take delivery and make payment and sellers obligated 
to make delivery must make delivery during the ,pearing S_ervice P!ovider' s ~ettlem~f!t ___ -
process as defined in its rules for exchange transactions, on the day of delivery, except on 
banking holidays when delivery must be taken or made and payment made during the 

Deleted: during 

Deleted: 6:45 a.m. collection cycle, or 
such other 

Deleted: designated by the Exchange. 

Deleted: 6:45 a.m. settlement process, 
or such other time designated by the 
Exchange 

.}:learing Service ~!ovi<Jer's §~t_!l~lp~Q.t_ p~~c~~s- as defined in_ i~s_ rules for exchange __ --{LD_e_le_ted_: _6:4_5_a._m_. ____ __, 

transactions, or such other time designated by the Exchange, on the next banking 
business day. 
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1414. 

No changes. 

CHAPTER15 
5,000 OZ. SILVER FUTURES 

1501-1507. 

No changes. 

1508. Deliveries by Vault Receipts 

W Timing and Issuance of Vault Receipts 

ill Where Silver is sold for delivery in a specified month, delivery of 
such Silver may be made by the seller upon such day of the specified month as the 
seller may select. If not previously delivered, delivery must be made upon the last 
business day of the month. 

ill} In order to be valid for delivery against ~futures contrac~ ~a!l!t ___ - 1'-'D:...:e::..:le:.:.ted::..::.:...: s::.., t=he:.__ _____ __) 

receipt in electronic form must be entered on the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery 
System based on the deposit of a vault receipt in paper form issued in accordance 
with the requirements under Rule 1502. .Such Jlaj?er y~~l! r~c_e!R_t -~~sJ _b_e- i§~U_e!l- - - - i Deleted: The 

and deposited with the Exchange's Central Depository before,U:PQ .P:l!l·.tlew )'~rk __ -
time on seller's notice day, ~hich is ~h~ S~Qnd !>!:l~i~~S§ _<iay _2ri~r_ t_9 _ f!i~ _$y _ q_f_--
delivery; however, in the case of delivery on the last delivery day of the delivery -'
month,.;mch paQer vault recept must be issued before 1!:00,£!.m.J'Iew York time on __ 
seller's notice day. -Deli~~rie~ -o-n- sil.~er --fut"t;res- ~~ntracts-shall be made by llook -----~::
entry in the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System. reflecting the change-rit -,,,', 
ownership interests in vault receipts in paper form issued by vaults which have been ', 
approved and designated as regular vaults by the Exchange for the storage of Silver, 
using the electronic fields which the Exchange and the Clearing Service Provider 
require to be completed. Silver in bars must come to the regular vault directly from 

Deleted: 4 

Deleted: Chicago 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: p 

Deleted: Chicago 

Deleted: the delivery of depository 

an approved source or from another regular vault either on Ji!X~~ !-iff~ US Qr_ the ___ - i __ D....:e....:le=-ted_: t_he ______ __) 

COMEX Division of the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc., by insured or 
bonded carrier. 
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(hl Endorsement of Vault Receipts 

ill In order to effect a valid delivery, each vault receipt must be 
endorsed by the Clearing Member making the delivery,;_ ?I!~ !r~~f~ b~ el~tr~nic _ - >-D_e;;;..leted;.;__= .;..'an-d-------< 
means of a vault receipt as .§_et forth above in subsection (a) of this Rule 1508 ___ - Deleted: specified herein 

constitutes an endorsement with respect to such vault receipt. In the event that a 
vault receipt is transferred outside of the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System (an 
"Outside Transfer''), endorsement with respect to such Outside Transfer will be 
made physically on such vault receipt and. if such vault receipt is subsequently 
entered into the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System. such endorsement will 
remain as a record with respect to such Outside Transfer. By .i!!!Y..._e!_l<!qr§~l!l~l!t~ th~ __ -- -{'-D_e_le_ted_: _su_ch ______ __.. 

endorser shall be deemed to warrant, to his transferee and each subsequent 
transferee of the receipt for delivery on Exchange contracts, and their respective 
immediate principals, the genuineness, validity, and worth of such receipt, the 
rightfulness and effectiveness of his transfer thereof, and the quantity and quality of 
the Silver shown on the receipt. Such endorsement shall also constitute a 
representation that all storage charges have been paid up to and including the 
business day following the day of delivery. Prepaid storage charges shall be 
charged to the buyer by the seller for a period extending beyond the business day 
following the day of delivery (but not in excess of one year) pro rata for the 
unexpired term and adjustments shall be made upon the invoice thereof. 

(ill In the event such Exchange Member or principal shall claim a 
breach of such warranty, and such claim relates to the quantity or quality of the 
Silver, the lot shall be immediately submitted for sampling and assaying to an 
assayer approved by the Exchange; the Silver must be shipped under bond, and at 
the owner's expense, to the assayer. The expense of sampling and assaying shall, in 
the first instance, be borne by the claimant. If a deficiency in quantity or quality 
shall be determined by the assayer, the claimant shall have the right to recover the 
difference in the market value and all expenses incurred in connection with the 
sampling and assaying and any cost of replacement of the Silver. The claimant 
may, at his option, proceed directly against the original endorser of the vault receipt 
upon Exchange delivery, or against any endorser prior to claimant without seeking 
recovery from his immediate deliverer on the Exchange contract, and if the claim is 
satisfied by the original endorser of the vault receipt, or any other endorser, all the 
endorsers will be thereby discharged from liability to the claimant. If the claimant 
seeks recovery from any endorser and his claim is satisfied by such endorser, the 
party thus satisfying the claim will have a similar option to claim recovery directly 
from any endorser prior to him. Such claims as are in dispute between Members of 
the Exchange may in each case be submitted to arbitration under the Rules of the 
Exchange. 

fiill The liability of an endorser of a vault receipt as provided herein 
shall not be deemed to limit the rights of such endorser against any person or party 
for whose account the endorser acted in making delivery on an Exchange contract. 
If it shall be determined in such arbitration proceeding that any endorser of a vault 
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receipt or the person or party for whom such endorser acted was aware of the 
breach of warranty or was involved in a plan or arrangement with the original 
endorser (or his principal) to place such inferior Silver in store in a regular vault for 
use in deliveries upon Exchange contracts, such endorsers shall not be entitled to 
recover from any prior endorser for the breach of warranty . 

.(£) Securitv futerest in Vault Receipts 

ill Each Clearing Member that has an interest in a vault receipt or a 
WDR hereby grants a valid and enforceable security interest (the "Exchange Lien") 
to the Exchange in all of such Clearing Member's vault receipts or WDRs to secure 
all charges or fees associated with the custody of such vault receipts or WDRs and 
the Silver underlying such vault receipts or WDRs. 

(ill Each Clearing Member, by entering into the delivery process. 
understands that, pursuant to an Agreement for Clearing and Settlement Services. 
dated as of March 9. 2009, between OCC and the Exchange. the Exchange has 
agreed to maintain as agent on behalf of OCC as Clearing Service Provider any 
vault receipt or WDR with respect to which a selling Clearing Member has 
delivered to the Exchange a notice of intent to deliver such vault receipt or WDR in 
settlement of a Contract (a "Notice of futent"), from the time of deliverv of such 
Notice of futent until 11:00 a.m .. New York time (the "Cut-Off Time"), on the date 
of settlement for such vault receipt or WDR unless the Exchange has received 
notice from OCC of a default by the relevant selling or purchasing Clearing 
Member, in which case the Exchange shall continue to maintain such vault receipt 
or WDR for the benefit of OCC until notified otherwise by OCC and. subject to 
applicable law. shall deliver such vault receipt or WDR to OCC or its agent upon 
the instructions of OCC (the "Exchange Services"). Each Clearing Member hereby 
agrees to the Exchange performing such Exchange Services. Each Clearing 
Member further understands that the security interest granted by the selling 
Clearing Member and the purchasing Clearing Member to OCC in any vault receipt 
or WDR remains in effect from the time OCC receives (or is deemed to have 
received by the Rules of OCC) notice that a selling Clearing Member has delivered 
to the Exchange a Notice of Intent until settlement of the relevant Contract, 
notwithstanding the electronic book entrv in the NYSE Liffe US Trading Platform 
in favor of the selling Clearing Member. Each Clearing Member also understands 
that the Exchange has waived its lien in respect of vault receipts or WDRs going to 
delivery from the date the Exchange provides OCC notice that a Notice of futent 
has been delivered. until and including the Cut-Off Time on the date that settlement 
is supposed to occur (regardless of whether or not settlement does in fact occur) 
(such period, the "Waiver Period"). Each Clearing Member hereby agrees that the 
Exchange Lien shall be immediately reinstated without further action after the 
Waiver Period; provided that. in the event that the Exchange has received notice 
from OCC of a default as described above, OCC shall have no responsibility for. 
and the Exchange's lien shall not be reinstated with respect to. any obligations of 
any person to the Exchange accruing prior to the Cut-Off Time. and OCC shall be 
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responsible to the Exchange, and the Exchange's lien shall attach, only with respect 
to storage charges accruing after OCC takes possession of the vault receipt or WDR 
and only with respect to such particular vault receipt or WDR By going to 
delivery, each Clearing Member further represents and warrants that there are no 
liens, encumbrances on or defense to the relevant vault receipts other than that of 
the Exchange and OCC specified in this Rule 1508. 

1509-1512. 

No changes. 

1513. Payment 

Payment shall be made utilizing the electronic delivery system via the Clearing Service 
Provider's online system. Payment will be made ,iU J~e ,clearing Service Provider's settlement _ 
time i,!S defjned in it~ rules for_ exchange tr<i!l~action~. _ Th!l!:> _t~~ ~~~t _ q( !_h~ _ c!_eJ~v~ry_ ~jlj_b~ _ - - -
debited or credited to a clearing firm's settlement account. Buyers obligated to accept delivery '',, 
must take delivery and make payment and sellers obligated to make delivery must make delivery 
during the £learing_ Service P!o0der's §~t!l~Ip~~t_ pr_o~~~s. as defined in _its rules for exchange ___ -
transactions, on the day of delivery, except on banking holidays when delivery must be taken or -
made and payment made during the,Clearing Service Provider's !:>~tt]~l!l~l!t_P!~~e_ss as defmed in 
its rules for exchange transactions, or such other time designated by the Exchange, on the next 
banking business day. 

1514. 

No changes. 

CHAPTER16 

No changes. 
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1701-1707. 

No Changes. 

1708. Deliveries 

CHAPTER17 
MINI-SIZED SILVER FUTURES 

(a) Deliveries by Vault Receipts 

ill Where Silver is sold for delivery in a specified month, delivery of 
such Silver may be made by the seller upon such day of the specified month as 
the seller may select. If not previously delivered, delivery must be made upon 
t~e last business day of the month. 

@ In order to be valid for delivery against g_futures contract__~,xa!l!t ___ - -( Deleted: s, the 
~----~----------~ 

receipt in electronic form must be entered on the NYSE Liffe Guardian Deliverv 
System based on the deposit of a vault receipt in paper form issued in accordance 
with the requirements under Rule 1702. ~uch p_aper '!:a_!.l!t_r~~~ipt_Ip.!l~t_l:!_e_ i§~~esl ___ -
before J1:99 ...2.·1:!1~ New York tL~~ .9!1 seller's n9!i~~ ~y,_..which is the second ___ -
business day prior to the day of delivery; however, in the case of delivery on the ',-,
last delivery day of the delivery month, ,wch paQer v_a1,_11,!: !~~ejQt_l!lY~t _b_e_ i~~u_esl_ ' 
before 11:00 ,!!,m. New York timl't on seller's notice day. Deliveries on mini- --
sized Silver fuurres contracts sii~u be made by book entrv -iii -th~ JITSE -Liffe ----,~> 
Guardian Deliverv System. reflecting the change in ownership interests in vault'\\', 
receipts in paper form issued by vaults which have been approved and designated ' 
as regular vaults by the Exchange for the storage of Silver, using the electronic 
fields which the Exchange and the Clearing Service Provider require to be 
completed. Silver in bars must come to the regular vault directly from an 

' 
' 

Deleted: The 

Deleted: 4 

Deleted: Chicago 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: the 

Deleted: p 

Deleted: Chicago 

Deleted:. 

Deleted: delivery of depository 

approved source or from another regular vault either on ~~~ !-iff~ y_s_ 2r_ !h~ ___ - -( Deleted: the 
L-------------------~ COMEX Division of the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc., by insured or 

bonded carrier . 

.Gill In order to effect a valid delivery, each vault receipt must be 
endorsed by the Clearing Member making the delivery..;_any_t~ap.~:t:_e~ by ~lectronic - Deleted: , aod 

means of a vault receipt as~t fof!h above ip sub-section (a)_~f_this Rule_1708 - >-D-e-le-ted-:-sp-ec-ifi-ed_h_er-ei-n---=< 

constitutes an endorsement with respect to such vault receipt. In the event that a 
vault receipt is delivered and a transfer of such vault receipt subsequently occurs 
off of the NYSE Liffe Trading Platform (an "Outside Transfer"). endorsement 
with respect to such Outside Transfer will be made on the face of the vault 
receipt and. if such vault receipt is subsequently entered into the NYSE Liffe 
Trading Platform. such endorsement will remain as a record with respect to such 
Outside Transfer. By .ruJY__e!_1<:l2r§~l!l~l!t~ !h_e _ epsi<;>~s~~ ~4_a_!l_l:!_e_ ~e_e!I!.esl_ t<;> -~~ap!, ___ - -{~.._D_e_le_ted __ : _su_ch ____________ ~ 
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to his transferee and each subsequent transferee of the receipt for delivery on 
Exchange contracts, and their respective immediate principals, the genuineness, 
validity, and worth of such receipt, the rightfulness and effectiveness of his 
transfer thereof, and the quantity and quality of the Silver shown on the receipt. 
Such endorsement shall also constitute a representation that all storage charges 
have been paid up to and including the business day following the day of 
delivery. Prepaid storage charges shall be charged to the buyer by the seller for a 
period extending beyond the business day following the day of delivery (but not 
in excess of one year) pro rata for the unexpired term and adjustments shall be 
made upon he invoice thereof. 

fur) In the event such Exchange Member or principal shall claim a 
breach of such warranty, and such claim relates to the quantity or quality of the 
Silver, the lot shall be immediately submitted for sampling and assaying to an 
assayer approved by the Exchange; the Silver must be shipped under bond, and at 
the owner's expense, to the assayer. The expense of sampling and assaying shall, 
in the first instance, be borne by the claimant. If a deficiency in quantity or 
quality shall be determined by the assayer, the claimant shall have the right to 
recover the difference in the market value and all expenses incurred in connection 
with the sampling and assaying and any cost of replacement of the Silver. The 
claimant may, at his option, proceed directly against" the original endorser of the 
vault receipt upon Exchange delivery, or against any endorser prior to claimant 
without seeking recovery from his immediate deliverer on the Exchange contract, 
and if the claim is satisfied by the original endorser of the vault receipt, or any 
other endorser, all the endorsers will be thereby discharged from liability to the 
claimant. If the claimant seeks recovery from any endorser and his claim is 
satisfied by such endorser, the party thus satisfying the claim will have a similar 
option to claim recovery directly from any endorser prior to him. Such claims as 
are in dispute between Members of the Exchange may in each case be submitted 
to arbitration under the Rules of the Exchange . 

.(y} The liability of an endorser of a vault receipt as provided herein 
shall not be deemed to limit the rights of such endorser against any person or 
party for whose account the endorser acted in making delivery on an Exchange 
contract. If it shall be determined in such arbitration proceeding that any 
endorser of a vault receipt or the person or party for whom such endorser acted 
was aware of the breach of warranty or was involved in a plan or arrangement 
with the original endorser (or his principal) to place such inferior Silver in store 
in a regular vault for use in deliveries upon Exchange contracts, such endorsers 
shall not be entitled to recover from any prior endorser for the breach of 
warranty. 

(b) Deliveries by Silver Warehouse Depository Receipts ' 

Deleted: Warehouse Depository 

1

1 Receipts ( 

o I 

'' 
ill Deliveries of NYSE Liffe US mini-sized Silver may be made by ,;/ 

Deleted: ), created by the Exchange 
from registered vault receipts issued by 
vaults which have been declared regular 
for delivery of silver by the Exchange, 
utilizing the electronic delivery system 
via the Clearing Service Provider,s on
line system 

delivery of .\YI?~ __ ~ _s>~4_e_! _ t_s> _ ~ff~cj _a_ y~Ij4_ _d_e!iy~ry ~ _e~~h _\YPR II!l!.S! _b~ j 
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endorsed by the Clearing Member making the delivery,; _any _tr:_a!_l~(er J?y ~!ectronic ~ - )=D=e-le.,;.ted_: ;..' an_ct _____ _,-< 
means of a WDR in the NYSE Liffe Guardian Delivery System constitutes an Deleted: as specified herein 

endorsement with respect to such WDR. Such endorsement shall constitute a 
warranty of the genuineness of the WDR and of good title thereto, but shall n.ot 
constitute a guaranty, by an endorser, of performance by the vault. ~l!.c!J ___ - {Deleted: 

~------------------~ endorsement shall also constitute a representation that all storage charges have 
been paid on the ,Silver covered b_y_ t!J~ _WI:)~ ~ ~~C9!_4_a!_l~~ '.Vit!t J~:uJ~ 17Q~. ______ - - i'-D_e_le_ted __ : _sil_ver ____________ ~ 

ill) WDRs may not be cancelled for load-out. Upon return of a WDR 
to the Exchange, and payment of all storage charges pertaining to the silver 
represented, for which the Exchange claims a lien, a registered vault receipt ill 
electronic form will be delivered by the Exchange to the holder of the WDR, 
utilizing the electronic delivery system via the Clearing Service Provider's on-line 
system. Delivery of a vault receipt to the holder of the WDR shall not constitute a 
guaranty by the Exchange of performance by the vault. 

(£} Securitv Interest in Vault Receipts and WDRs 

ill Each Clearing Member that has an interest in a vault receipt or a 
WDR hereby grants a valid and enforceable securitv interest (the "Exchange 
Lien") to the Exchange in all of such Clearing Member's vault receipts or WDRs 
to secure all charges or fees associated with the custody of such vault receipts or 
WDRs and the Silver underlying such vault receipts or WDRs. 

ill) Each Clearing Member. by entering into the delivery process. 
understands that. pursuant to an Agreement for Clearing and Settlement Services. 
dated as of March 9. 2009, between OCC and the Exchange. the Exchange has 
agreed to maintain as agent on behalf of OCC as Clearing Service Provider any 
vault receipt or WDR with respect to which a selling Clearing Member has 
delivered to the Exchange a notice of intent to deliver such vault receipt or WDR 
in settlement of a Contract (a "Notice of Intent"), from the time of delivery of 
such Notice of Intent until 11:00 a.m., New York time (the "Cut-Off Time"), on 
the date of settlement for such vault receipt or WDR, unless the Exchange has 
received notice from OCC of a default by the relevant selling or purchasing 
Clearing Member, in which case the Exchange shall continue to maintain such 
vault receipt or WDR for the benefit of OCC until notified otherwise by OCC 
and. subject to applicable law, shall deliver such vault receipt or WDR to OCC or 
its agent upon the instructions of OCC (the "Exchange Services"). Each Clearing 
Member hereby agrees to the Exchange performing such Exchange Services. 
Each Clearing Member further understands that the securitv interest granted by 
the selling Clearing Member and the purchasing Clearing Member to OCC in any 
vault receipt or WDR remains in effect from the time OCC receives (or is 
deemed to have received by the Rules of OCC) notice that a selling Clearing 
Member has delivered to the Exchange a Notice of Intent until settlement of the 
relevant Contract. notwithstanding the electronic book entry in the NYSE Liffe 
US Trading Platform in favor of the selling Clearing Member. Each Clearing 
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Member also understands that the Exchange has waived its lien in respect of 
vault receipts or WDRs going to delivery from the date the Exchange provides 
OCC notice that a Notice of Intent has been delivered. until and including the 
Cut-Off Time on the date on which settlement is supposed to occur (regardless of 
whether or not such settlement does in fact occur) (such period. the "Waiver 
Period"). Each Clearing Member hereby agrees that the Exchange Lien shall be 
immediately reinstated without further action after the Waiver Period; provided 
that, in the event that the Exchange has received notice from OCC of a default as 
described above, OCC shall have no responsibility for, and the Exchange's lien 
shall not be reinstated with respect to, any obligations of any person to the 
Exchange accruing prior to the Cut-Off Time, and OCC shall be responsible to 
the Exchange, and the Exchange's lien shall attach, only with respect to storage 
charges accruing after OCC takes possession of the vault receipt or WDR and 
only with respect to such particular vault receipt or WDR. By going to delivery, 
each Clearing Member further represents and warrants that there are no liens, 
encumbrances on or defense to the relevant vault receipts or WDRs other than 
that of the Exchange and OCC specified in this Rule 1708. 

1709-1712. 

No changes. 

1713. Payment 

Payment shall be made utilizing the electronic delivery system via the Clearing Service 
Provider's online system. _Payment will be made ,illj~e £learing Service Provic:l.er's settlement _ 
time .as defin~d- in_ its rules for exchange transactions._ )}1_!1~ _tQ.~ ~~~t _ q( ~h~ _ qeJiy~ry_ ~jlJ_b~ _ - - -
debited or credited to a clearing firm's settlement account. Buyers obligated to accept delivery '
must take delivery and make payment and sellers obligated to make delivery must make delivery 
during the &!earing Service Provider's §~t!l~l_!l~~t_ pr_o~~s_s. as defined in its rules for _exchan,g;~ ~ 
transactions, on the day of delivery, except on banking holidays when delivery must be taken or 
made and payment made during the ..Clearing Service Provider's ~~~l~l!l~t_p_r~~e_ss as defined in 
its rules for exchange transactions, or such other time designated by the Exchange, on the next 
banking business day. 

1714. 

No changes. 
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